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Mission
Through the promotion of academic excellence, CISB strives to develop individuals for our society who, 

through understanding, tolerance, and respect, will help to create a better world community.  We aim to create 
a safe place where children become lifelong learners, where excellence is tempered with compassion, and where 

success is moderated by spiritual understanding.

Vision
“Betterment of Self for Society”
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Grand Inauguration Ceremony

Sunday, October 24th, 2021 was a day for celebration as the Canadian International School 
Bangladesh inaugurated the two new campuses, Junior Campus in Glushan North and Senior Campus 
in Banani.  Among the honoured guests in attendance were His Excellency Mr. Benoit Prefontaine, 
Canada’s High Commissioner to Bangladesh, Dr. Mahfuzur Rahman, Chairman of the ATN Bangla, 
Mr. Golam Dastagir Gazi, Minister of Textiles and Jute, Sri Lanka’s Deputy High Commissioner 
Madame Ruwanthe Delpitiya and various Canchem members. Canadian International School 
Bangladesh has been a Canadian based school since 2005 and over the course of the last 16 years has 
provided a strong education to its students.  Their goal is to assist every single student in attaining their 
academic and social potential.  Which they achieve through the use of both curriculum that is 
developed and approved by the Canadian Education Authorities as well as making sure their teachers 
are trained in best Canadian teaching practices.
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Important Dates :
November 10-14    : Grade 7-12 Exams
November 15    : Regular school day 
November 21-23    : Grade 1-6 Exams

November 24    : PD Day, School closed for students 
November 28    : Parents-Teacher-Mee�ng, Grade 1-6
November 29    : Parents-Teacher-Mee�ng, Grade 7-12
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It is hard to believe that we are nearing the end of our second month of classes.  It has been a busy 
month again and I almost feel like starting this message with Welcome Back again since we are now 
having physical classes on both campuses. We have certainly tried to make it a smooth start to what 
promises to be a fantastic year.  No one can deny that COVID-19 posed some huge challenges, but we 
feel our health and safety protocols are strong, consistent, and working well. I would like to express 
my sincere thanks to you the parents for supporting our decisions with regards to the phasing of 
in-class instruction onto the campuses. It has provided the school building with an energy that all the 
staff so appreciate, and we hope the students feel the same way.  Schools are just better places when 
active learning is happening, and the buzz of laughter and engagement makes us all thrive. 

As always, our school thrives on its supportive community, and it was a pleasure to have the chance to 
talk with so many of our parents during the week of our Curricular Information Sessions.  Thank you 
to all who took the time to virtually meet/hear from your child’s teacher.  We hope that it was beneficial 
and has helped in making you aware of some aspects such as the types of strategies and the curricular 
outcomes associated with the lessons our teachers use to engage your child in their learning journey.   
As we move closer towards the end of our first Quarter/Term, continue to have conversations with 
your child(ren) regarding their progress in class.  We are seeing the effects of the Pandemic in our 
classrooms, BUT, that was to be expected.   I would encourage all of us to focus our conversations on 
content, understanding and effort, not so much on the actual grades.  Grades are the product of the 
three points previously mentioned and may take more time than we are used to seeing.  Students are 
certainly improving now that we can provide face-to-face learning and will continue to move forward 
in their academic progress.  However, we are all working through behaviours/attitudes that have 
developed over the past 18 months.  Again, this is okay.  Your child is in the marathon called school, 
not in the sprint called elementary, middle years or high school.  Continue to celebrate all the little 
wins.  This will lead to a big celebration at the end.

Communication is essential and we strive to connect to our students, parents and families, and 
community every day.  We will continue reaching out to you through WhatsAp and email as required.  
We also encourage you to visit our website and follow our social pages including Facebook, Instagram 
and Twitter for announcements, information, and celebration.

As always, we wish to express our sincere gratitude toward our entire school community. We would 
not be the amazing school that we are without the help and support of all of you. Thank you and may 
you continue to stay safe and healthy.

Ms. Janice

Principal
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JK

KG

JK students have been reading stories focusing on learning long vowel sounds. Here they can be seen 
building connections with the story they have recently read through actively engaging themselves in 
making structures they have come across.

KG students have been actively working on their fine motor skill manipulation. This week they were 
introduced with the concept of number line. Here they can be seen exploring this concept and having fun 
with numbers to enrich their mathematical concept.
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Grade 1

Grade 2

Aayan answering what is a 
food pyramid for health and 

nutrition class.

Garde 1 Lavina finding it easy to read the time as she has 
learned to skip count.

Nia’s Board work

First Day at School after a long time

Science Experiement
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Grade 3

Plant growth
Students probed into the needs of a plant for growth by planting 

their own seeds. They watered, added compost they made in class 
and took care of their own plants for a period of three weeks. The 

results are as follows:  

Build 
Students inspected the properties of clay and how it can be used to build 
various materials using clay dough. They made things they felt were 

relatable to soil such as earthworms, flowers, bunnies, carrots etc. 

Science and Technology: Exploring soil in different places

Investigating the different 
organisms that live in soil 
Grade 3 learners discovered 
how soil is alive. They got 
to know that there are more 
species of organisms in the 
soil than there are 
aboveground. 
These organisms include 
everything from badgers 
and gophers to bacteria and 
viruses that are invisible to 
the naked eye. The students 
portrayed them in posters 
and learned how the 
organisms contribute to the 
ecosystem and thrive in 
their habitats.
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Health and Nutrition: Classifying food groups
Using various food stickers, students made posters depicting the six different food groups and the 
unhealthy foods. Using the knowledge they gained on nutritional values from class lessons they 

were successfully able to differentiate between healthy and unhealthy food.

Art: In art class, the sky is the limit. Students portray their outstanding creative 
imagination skills by drawing different types of stamps and ships.
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Grade 4

Science and technology: Students made terrific habitat dioramas and presented it by themselves. 
They selected the type of habitat they wanted to make from an array of choices ranging from 
Amazon to the Arctic. Each diorama represented the climate, ecosystem, physical and biotic 

factors that are present in the area, such as to support the survival and reproduction of different 
species. Students also identified the different consumers in food chains in their respective 

habitats. The project allowed them to learn how a certain habitat functions and how the animals 
thrive in their abodes. 
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Grade 5

  
 

 
 
 

A Cluster Analysis

The Grade 5 students participated in a Clustering 
activity in their English class. 

The main goal was to help them understand how 
classification of data into structures allows for better 
understanding of the topic and improves their written 
response.

These kinds of activities reflect students’ capacity for 
independent critical thought which lead to a fuller 
and more lasting command of the essential skills of 
writing.
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Grade 6

SST Project on Indigenous People 
Indigenous Peoples are distinct social and cultural groups that share collective ancestral ties to the 
lands and natural resources where they live, occupy or from which they have been displaced.

A project was done by the students of Grade 6, applying knowledge and skills to define and solve 
realistic problems, where the environment can be seen as not only a source of inspiration for new ideas 
but also as a tool to facilitate creative thinking. They used the process of extended inquiry i.e. attempt 
to convert information and data into useful knowledge. 

Students try to involve several factors while doing the project on Indigenous People: a context for 
questions, a framework for questions, a focus for questions, and different levels of questions.  Projects 
are student-centred, following standards, parameters, and milestones clearly identified by the 
instructor. Here are some glimpses…
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Grade 7

HS

In grade 10 the students were inspired to create this project for Orange Shirt day. The project represents our 
hope for a better future. It shows the importance of recognizing what has happened in the past and working 
towards a better future. It is not enough to just acknowledge the problems we must also take steps towards 
righting the wrongs that have occurred, learning from others’ experiences, and valuing and validating the 
experiences had by others. I am very proud of this group of students who thought of, created, and executed 
this project entirely on their own. Their willingness to work with the topic, their empathy, and their 
compassion demonstrate the value of having these lessons and conversations in schools. 

English class emphasizes communication and through that developing our listening and speaking skills, 
which are essential when working in a group. In English class we also work not just on our writing, but 
other ways of representing our knowledge and understanding; the students understanding, knowledge, and 
ability to work together are all evidnt in the final product that they created. 

Nauriah from grade 7 using flow chart to 
explain how electricity is transformed into 

sound and other form of energy.

Johan from grade 7 explaining the three 
different forms of energy in the experiment he 

conducted.

 

Truth & Reconciliation- Orange Shirt Day 2021


